Cyprus and Greece
We are traveling again, this time spending two weeks in the Eastern Mediterranean, first in Cyprus and then in
Greece. We have visited both countries before but it has been about 20 years so we felt it time to see it all again.
We flew from Cincinnati to Paris, on to Athens and finally to our destination of Larnaca on the east coast of Cyprus,
less than 200 miles from Syria, Lebanon and Israel. Cyprus is small enough that we felt we could see all we wanted
from Larnaca, driving by car from our base hotel. The hotel is close to the airport and right across the street from a
wide beach and the blue Mediterranean.
We spent our first day here in the city of Larnaca. We walked north along the water’s edge into the center of town,
taking note of likely restaurants as we went. We saw the medieval castle on thesea front and then turned left for a
couple of blocks along a pedestrianized way. At the end was the Church of St Lazarus, dedicated to Lazarus who spent
about thirty years in Cyprus and was finally entombed here on the site of the church. Apparently the tomb was raided
several hundred years ago and the body taken to Marseilles so now all that is left is the tomb itself and one small relic.

The Orthodox Church has a very ornate iconostasis with St
Lazarus depicted in the usual position, two icons to the right
of Jesus. The small church is otherwise quite sparsely decorated but has several small stone domes and a number of
large hanging candelabra.
We spent time enjoying the views over the sea and slowly
strolled back to the hotel to complete our introductory day.
On Friday it was sunny and warmer so, after breakfast, we set off on the coast road towards Limassol. Actually, we
caught only brief glimpses of the sea but the road was quiet and it was a pleasant drive.

About 15 miles east of Limassol, we made our first stop at the ancient ruins of Amathus. The area under an ongoing
archeological dig covers quite a span in time and includes a number of settlements dating back to about 1100 BC and
encompassing Greek, Roman and Medieval sites. The major areas that we saw were the Agora (market place) and the
Temple of Aphrodite (the second most import of her monuments in this her native land). Further up the hillside is the
site of the Acropolis but we chose not to make the climb when we realized that very little can be seen even today after
extensive excavation.

Ancient Amathus and
The Temple of Aphrodite
We spent about 1 ½ hours slowly wandering amongst the
ruins and admiring the detective work involved in putting
together even this small piece of a much larger jig-saw puzzle. There are still hundreds of pieces on the ground and
work is continuing but today we were able to get a reasonable impression of what must have been a magnificent area
2000-3000 years ago.
We then drove into Limassol and soon found a nice café for a sandwich lunch. This
was right next to a medieval castle (which we didn’t go in) with, again, dozens of
ancient stone artifacts from the old city and around the area – just laid on the
ground surrounding the castle itself. We then made a short walk to the Cathedral,
which, although dating only from the 1800s, was very ornately decorated in the
Orthodox style. On the walk there we passed a mosque which the guide book
pointed out was still in use by a population of Turkish Cypriot Moslems. Apparently there is considerable “cross-border” mixes in many cities, despite the island being almost all Greek in the South and Turkish in the North. It still seems incredible
to us that such a small island could have remained as essentially two countries for
over fifty years, the Greek south considering the north to be occupied by Turkish
troops. Both segments comprise one country and the entire island is now in the

European Union.
Saturday was the day for our visit to Nicosia, less than one hour away by car. Nicosia is the capital of Cyprus but, like
Berlin, Vienna and others after World War II, it is a divided city with a narrow buffer zone between the southern
(Greek) and northern (Turkish) side. As we said, in the view of the “southerners”, the northern third of the island is
“occupied” by the Turkish army and there is fundamentally a cease-fire that has existed for over 45 years. The conflict
dates to the time of independence of Cyprus from Britain and, as seems to have happened in so many cases when independence is gained, the various factions held together by the ruling country begin to assert their authority and conflict arises.
We had to show our passports at both sides of “DMZ” but the
process went rather quickly and we were soon in the Turkish
speaking and Moslem Cyprus. We were not allowed to take
our rental car across the border, so we walked the short
stretch of “No Man’s Land”. The area had changed significantly since our last visit about 15 years ago and both sides of the
border had lots of shops along the narrow streets. The northern side is clearly less affluent and the roads and sidewalks
are more in need of repair but there seems to have been significant improvement since our earlier visit.

Northern (Turkish)
Nicosia
We visited three “highlights” from the guide book. First was the Selimiye mosque that had been converted from the
Cathedral of Saint Sophia in the 16th century. The outside still looked more like a church than a mosque, except for the
two minarets that had been added, but the inside was the carpeted, unadorned open space typical of mosques. It is
an impressive building, however, for either faith and sits in a quiet tree-lined square.

Selimiye Mosque

Next was Ataturk Square. There wasn’t much to distinguish it from the surrounding area except a 15th century Venetian column and what appeared to
be civic buildings on three sides. Ataturk was the leader of the newly independent Turkey in the 1930s and introduced the secular state almost overnight. We recall that he was still highly revered on our visit to Turkey and
clearly has a following here in Cyprus.
Finally, we stopped at the “fort”. This is now (and apparently always was) a
small stone-walled courtyard which today houses two levels of boutique
shops and cafes. It is difficult to see how it could have been of military use,
except that it is built of hefty stone blocks, and is really too small to be anything but the shopping area that it is.

Ataturk Square

Before crossing back into “Greek” Cyprus we had a coffee and some baklava sitting outside in the warm (mid-eighties)
sunshine. It was a short but pleasant visit to the Turkish side and another reminder of how easily a country can be divided – and remain so for decades. We read that talks of unification are ongoing so perhaps there is hope of a single
country once more.
In our walk through the northern sector and our drive into and out of Nicosia, we saw no evidence of the types of
buildings one would expect in the capital of a country so we didn’t see where the government buildings were or, indeed, whether there are two separate sites (we later learned that this is essentially the case, although Northern Cyprus and its “government” is recognized only by Turkey. The whole of Cyprus is in the European Union and uses the
Euro as its currency.
Sunday (today) was warm and sunny again as we ate breakfast and then made the short drive to Choirokoitia Village,
a 9000 year old settlement built into the hillside overlooking the Moroni River. Apparently the area had been inhabited even earlier by peoples from the mainland (Middle East?) who had eventually become entirely separated from
their homeland and began to build permanent homes. They were obviously skilled in working with stone and built
(mostly) round buildings, ranging in diameter up to about 12 feet and as much as 10 feet tall. Inside and out were
coated with a mud plaster to give a smooth finish and the roof was timber and straw.
Near the entrance to the site (which is still part of an ongoing
dig) were a few homes reconstructed to show exactly how
they were built and finished inside and out. We don’t recall
those being on site the last time we visited fifteen years ago.
From the reconstructions it was a steep climb up a well-made
path and stone staircase which essentially went along what
had been the first outer wall of the village. As the area became more populated, additional homes were built outside
this wall but within a larger diameter outer wall which
reached ten to fifteen feet tall in places. Eventually, they did
away with the wall altogether and the village spread further

across the hillside.

The homes were built very close together with narrow
“streets” (about two feet wide) and drainage channels engineered into the complex. It was a masterful engineering
and construction job and, although similar to other sites in Scotland and Corsica that we have visited, is all the more
impressive being built on a steep hillside – and 9000 years ago!
We climbed all the way to the top of the village (almost ½ mile) and admired the homes and other aspects of the civilization from the pathway, getting almost a bird’s eye view of the complex as we approached the top. We returned to
the entrance via the Archeological Trail, which meandered down the other side of the hill. Even here, there were additional homes and evidence that excavations were still in progress. It was very well done and signed and worthy of its
UNESCO site recognition.
From the village we returned to Larnaca via the coast road and enjoyed the blue Mediterranean to our right and the
white hills inland on a beautiful sunny afternoon. In the next few days we intend to visit other cultural and historical
sites in Cyprus and drive as far as the west coast.
More later…………..

